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Ingenium’s KNX commitment



Ingenium HQ in Asturias, Spain. 



BES, Ingenium’s  
KNX commitment

Bes, the Ingenium’s emergent KNX product 
line, reaches the international market to stay. 
With versatile and intuitive products, with 
which comfort, security and energy efficiency 
is guaranteed without forgetting design, BES 
develops an innovative home automation 
concept present throughout its catalogue

Simple, easy to program and intuitive devices 
are some of the distinguishing marks of 
Ingenium with BES, its innovative KNX product 
line, with the aim of suiting the most of home 
automated installation requirements.

Quality, innovation and design continue 
to distinguish Ingenium products, as a 
leading company dedicated to the design, 
development and manufacture of high 
technology automation since 1998. This 
willingness to innovate caring in detail each 
stage of the development process of any single 
device is what gives us the confidence of our 
customers and makes every year more users 
come to BES.

All BES devices are according to KNX standard 
directives so that their integration with others 
manufacturers devices is possible in any sort of 
installation.  
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SmartTouch-K PLUS 
SmartTouch-K  

PPKL7
PPKL4

ETHBUS-K

DS343100 / DS343200
DS342100 / DS342200
DS271100 / DS271200
DS241100 / DS241200
DS202000

Visualization
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SmartTouch-K PLUS
White: DS343100 | Black: DS343200 

4.3” multifunction button panel 
for controlling and monitoring a 
KNX installation. 
 
 
 

Web server for remote control 
from Ingenium free apps (iOS or 
Android). 
 
32 control icons distributed in 4 
pages. 

Logical unit included.

Fully customizable appearance 
by software. 

 
 
 

In-built temperature sensor with 
thermostat.

White mounting box: DS940100 
Black mounting box: DS940200 
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SmartTouch-K
White: DS342100 | Black: DS342200 

4.3” multifunction button panel 
for controlling and monitoring a 
KNX installation. 
 
 
 

32 control icons distributed in 4 
pages.

 
 
 

Web server for local control 
from Ingenium free apps (iOS or 
Android). 
 
Logical unit included.

 
 

Fully customizable appearance 
by software. 

In-built temperature sensor with 
thermostat.

White mounting box: DS940100 
Black mounting box: DS940200
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PPKL7

7” Color capacitive touch screen 
for controlling and monitoring 
the devices of a KNX installation. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Web server for remote control 
from Ingenium free apps (iOS or 
Android).

 
 
 
 
 

User can program scenes and 
annual schedules, email sending 
with alarm messages, display of 
IP cameras, etc. 

Schedules can be programmed 
taking an astronomic clock as a 
reference.

Logical unit included.

Wifi connection and free 
updating from Internet.

 
 
White mounting box: DS970100 
Black mounting box: DS970200

White: DS271100 | Black: DS271200 
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PPKL4
White: DS241100 | Black: DS241200 

4.3” Color capacitive touch 
screen for controlling and 
monitoring the devices of a 
KNX installation.

Web server for remote control 
from Ingenium free apps (iOS, 
or Android).

User can program scenes 
and annual schedules, email 
sending with alarm messages, 
display of IP cameras, etc. 

 
 
 

Schedules can be programmed 
taking an astronomic clock as 
a reference.

 
 
 
 

Logical unit included.

Wifi connection and free 
updating from Internet. 

White mounting box: DS940100 
Black mounting box: DS940200
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ETHBUS-K
DS202000
Web server for remote control 
from Ingenium free apps (iOS, 
Android or Samsung Sart TV) and 
from a web browser. 
 
 

User can program scenes and 
annual schedules, email sending 
with alarm messages, display of 
IP cameras, etc. 

 
 
 

Schedules can be programmed 
taking an astronomic clock as a 
reference.

 
 
 
 

Logical unit included.

Ethernet and Wifi connection 
and free updating from Internet.





9S-K
2E2S-K

4E-K
 6E4S-16A-K 
6E4S-30A-K

CT430900
CT422200
CT454000
CT416400
CT416410

Inputs-Outputs
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CT430900

CT422200

9S-K

2E2S-K

Binary actuator with 9 
outputs, free voltage relays 
with a cutting power of 
16A@230V each one.

 
 
 
 
 

Multifunction programming. 
Outputs work simultaneously 
or independently in different 
modes (binary outputs, blinds, 
fan-coil, etc).

 
 
 
 

Arithmetic-Logic Unit.

Advanced programming  
mode through scripts.

Binary actuator with 2 
outputs, free voltage relays 
with a cutting power of 
16A@230V each one.

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Multifunction programming. 
Outputs work simultaneously 
or independently in different 
modes (binary outputs, blinds, 
etc).

2 low-voltage digital inputs 
for connecting conventional 
pushbuttons or switches.

 
 

rithmetic-Logic Unit.

Advanced programming mode 
through scripts.
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CT416400

CT416410

CT454000

4E-K

6E4S-16A-K

6E4S-30A-K

4 low-voltage digital inputs 
module for connecting 
conventional pushbuttons o 
switches.

Programmable inputs for 
working simultaneously or 
independently in different 
modes (binary inputs, blinds, 

dimmers, etc).

Arithmetic-Logic Unit.

Binary actuator with 4 
outputs, free voltage relays 
with a cutting power of 
16A@230V each one.

Multifunction programming.  
 
 
 

Outputs work simultaneously 
or independently in different 
modes (binary outputs, blinds, 
fan-coil, etc). 
 
 
 

6 low-voltage digital inputs 
for connecting conventional 
pushbuttons or switches.

Arithmetic-Logic Unit.

Advanced programming mode 
through scripts.

Binary actuator with 4 
outputs, free voltage relays 
with a cutting power of 
30A@230V each one.

Multifunction programming.  
 
 

Outputs work simultaneously 
or independently in different 
modes (binary outputs, blinds, 
fan-coil, etc).

 
 
 

6 low-voltage digital inputs 
for connecting conventional 
pushbuttons or switches.

Arithmetic-Logic Unit.

Advanced programming mode 
through scripts.





RGBL-K 
RKLED2S400 

RK1000
RK2000

RK3x500
RKLED500

RKLED1000
RGBWL-K

DM480330
DM490220
DM470140
DM470180
DM470320
DM490120
DM490140
DM480440

Dimmers
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DM480330

RGBL-K

Dimmer for RGB LED modules 
(12V to 24V).

Possibility to control 3 
monochromatic channels 
individually or simultaneously 
for RGB.

Allows to dim brightness or 
choose from the whole color 
range with pushbuttons.

Easy configuration of up to 32 
scenes or color sequences.
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DM490220

RKLED2S400

2 channel dimmer.

400 W maximum output power.

Suitable for LED lighting. 2 Input for conventional 
pushbutton control.

Easy and functional 
configuration: ramps, staircase 
timers, scenes, etc.
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DM470140

DM470180

DM470320

RK1000

RK2000

RK3x500

1 channel dimmer.

1000 W maximum output 
power. 
 

Suitable for incandescent 
or halogen lighting (with or 
without transformer).

Input for conventional 
pushbutton control.

Easy and functional 
configuration: ramps, staircase 
timers, scenes, etc… 

1 channel dimmer.

2000 W maximum output 
power.

 
 

Suitable for incandescent 
or halogen lighting (with or 
without transformer).

Input for conventional 
pushbutton control.

Easy and functional 
configuration: ramps, staircase 
timers, scenes, etc… 

3 channel dimmer.

500 W maximum output power 
for each channel.

 
 

Suitable for incandescent 
or halogen lighting (with or 
without transformer).

3 inputs for conventional 
pushbutton control.

Easy and functional 
configuration: ramps, staircase 
timers, scenes, etc. 
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KNX dimmer  
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   DM480440
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DM490120

RKLED500

DM490140

DM480440

RKLED1000

RGBWL-K

1 channel dimmer.

500 W maximum output power.

 
 

Suitable for LED lighting.

Input for conventional 
pushbutton control.

 

Easy and functional 
configuration: ramps, staircase 
timers, scenes, etc. 

1 channel dimmer.

1000 W maximum output 
power. 
 

Suitable for LED lighting.

Input for conventional 
pushbutton control.

 

Easy and functional 
configuration: ramps, staircase 
timers, scenes, etc. 

Dimmer for RGB LED modules 
(12V to 24V).

Possibility to control 4 
monochromatic channels 
individually or simultaneously 
for RGB.

Allows to dim brightness or 
choose from the whole color 
range with pushbuttons.

Easy configuration of up to 32 
scenes or color sequences.









SRKNX
STIBUS-K 

SIFKNX 
SIFLUX-K 

SR570000
SR590000
SR510000
SR530000

Sensors
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SR570000

SR590000

SRKNX

STIBUS-K

Presence detector with radio-
frequency technology for 
hidden installation.

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

360º detection through 
non-metallic surfaces for 
installation in technical and 
false ceilings. 
 
Safe against sabotaje and non-
desired manipulation due to 
its hidden installation.

 
 
 
 

2 detection channels.

Suitable for lighting, motion 
detection, intrusion control, 
etc.

Temperature sensor with 
thermostat.

Built-in installation inside 
mechanism box with 
ventilating grid. 
 
 
 
 

Includes PI regulator for 
controlling temperature with 
higher accuracy for better 
energy efficiency and comfort.

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

On/Off, PWM o continuous 
temperatura controller for 
main heat/cool system and 
additional.

Easy logic unit.
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SR530000

SR510000

SIFLUX-K

SIFKNX

Presence infrared detector 
with constant regulation.

Allows to keep a constant 
lighting level in a room, working 
together with a dimmer. 

Built-in and discreet 
installation with 360º 
detection. 
 
 
 

2 detection channels.

Suitable for constant 
brightness control, motion 
detection, intrusion control, 
etc.

Incorporates temperature 
sensor for additional 
measurement.

Presence infrared detector 
with brightness sensor.

 
 
 

Built-in and discreet 
installation with 360º 
detection.

 
 

2 detection channels.

 
 
 
 

Suitable for brightness 
threshold control, motion 
detection, intrusion control, 
etc.





DMXBUS-K
DALIK

DALIK-BRD1
DALIK-BRD2
DALIK-BRD3 

 
LGAC-K

IRKNX

GW612100
GW611100
GW610100
GW610200
GW610300 

 
GW632200
GW640000

Gateways

lighting

clima
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GW611100

DALIK

GW612100
DMXBUS-K

gateways | lighting

Gateway between KNX and 
DALI protocols.

DALI power source integrated.

Allows to control 64 lights 
and 16 groups from the KNX 
system.

Supports emergency lights.

Multiple functionalities for 
each light: dimmering, on/off, 
scenes, failure warnings, etc.

Gateway between KNX and 
DMX512 protocols.

Allows to control DMX devices 
from the KNX system.

Controls up to 512 DMX 
channels.

Possibility of programming and 
executing up to 16 scenes and 
sequences.
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GW610100

DALIK-BRD1

GW610200

GW610300

DALIK-BRD2

DALIK-BRD3

gateways | lighting

Gateway between KNX and 
DALI protocols, with DALI 
power supply integrated.

It allows to control one 
channel and up to 64 ballasts 
by broadcast orders. Ability to 
configure up to 64 scenes. 

1 input available for 
conventional pushbutton 
control. Possibility of use it as 
an autonomous device.

Gateway between KNX and 
DALI protocols, with DALI 
power supply integrated.

It allows to control 2 channels 
and up to 64 ballasts by 
broadcast orders, being 
possible to split number 
of ballast per channel as 
interested. Ability to configure 
up to 64 scenes. 

2 inputs available for 
conventional pushbutton 
control. Possibility of use it as 
an autonomous device.

Gateway between KNX and 
DALI protocols, with DALI 
power supply integrated.

 

It allows to control 3 channels 
and up to 64 ballasts by 
broadcast orders, being 
possible to split number 
of ballast per channel as 
interested. Ability to configure 
up to 64 scenes. 

3 inputs available for 
conventional pushbutton 
control. Possibility of use it as 
an autonomous device.
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GW632200

LGAC-K

gateways | clima

Gateway between KNX and LG 
HVAC protocols.

Integrates LG systems (VRV 
series) with the KNX system.

Possibility of controlling up to 
64 interior units.

5 working modes (cooling, 
heating, ventilation, drying 
and auto).

4 fan speeds (low, medium, 
high and auto).
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GW640000

IRKNX

gateways | clima

Infrared transmitter with 
memory for 255 codes.

 
 
 
 
 

Substitutes the infrared 
remote control of any device 
and integrates the control in 
the KNX system.

Allows to control many devices 
with the same transmitter

Hidden installation in a 
mechanism box with a mini-
jack-wire transmitter for 
controlling the device.





BFK640 
BFK320
BFK160
BFK80

PS116400
PS113200
PS111600
PS110800

Power supplies
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PS116400

BFK640

PS113200

BFK320

640 mA KNX power supply. 
 
 
 

29Vdc extra output.

320 mA KNX power supply. 29Vdc extra output.
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PS111600

BFK160

PS110800

BFK80

160 mA KNX power supply. 29Vdc extra output.

80 mA KNX power supply. 29Vdc extra output.





Software & Apps

SAMSUNG SMART TV APP
ANDROID APP

iOS APP
SiDEKNX
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To local control installations 
from a Samsung television 
with SMART TV system.

 

Requires a DS202000 device 
in the installation, which will 
work as gateway between the 
Android device and the control 
elements.

To control installations from 
devices running Android 
operating system. 

 

Requires a DS202000 device 
in the installation, which will 
work as gateway between the 
Android device and the control 
elements.

Samsung SMART TV App

Android App
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SiDEKNX

To control installations from 
devices running iOS operating 
system (iPhone, iPad or iPod 
touch).

  
 

Requires a DS202000 device 
in the installation, which will 
work as gateway between the 
Android device and the control 
elements.

Fast and intuitive software for 
programming screens and web 
servers.

Possibility of importing the 
group addresses of an ETS 
project.

 

Project transfer to the devices 
with FTP download.

Easy and free update from the 
internet.

iOS App
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Parque Tecnológico de Asturias
Parcela 50

33428, Llanera. Asturias (Spain)

T. +34 985.11.88.59
F. +34 984.28.35.60

export@besknx.comRe
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